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ABSTRACT: The ozonolysis of alkenes contributes substantially to the
formation of secondary organic aerosol (SOA), which are important modulators
of air quality and the Earth’s climate. Criegee intermediates (CIs) are abundantly
formed through this reaction. However, their contributions to aerosol particle
chemistry remain highly uncertain. In this work, we present the first application of
a novel methodology, using spin traps, which simultaneously quantifies CIs
produced from the ozonolysis of volatile organic compounds in the gas and
particle phases. Only the smallest CI with one carbon atom was detected in the
gas phase of a β-caryophyllene ozonolysis reaction system. However, multiple
particle-bound CIs were observed in β-caryophyllene SOA. The concentration of
the most abundant CI isomer in the particle phase was estimated to constitute
∼0.013% of the SOA mass under atmospherically relevant conditions. We also
demonstrate that the lifetime of CIs in highly viscous SOA particles is at least on
the order of minutes, substantially greater than their gas-phase lifetime. The confirmation of substantial concentrations of large CIs
with elongated lifetimes in SOA raises new questions regarding their influence on the chemical evolution of viscous SOA particles,
where CIs may be a previously underestimated source of reactive species.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The oxidation of biogenic and anthropogenic volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) by hydroxyl radicals (•OH), ozone (O3),
and nitrate radicals (•NO3) is a significant process in defining
the reactivity and composition of the lower atmosphere. An
important reaction in the troposphere is the ozonolysis of
alkenes, which contributes substantially to local photochemical
smog.1 This reaction generates a plethora of oxidized organic
compounds and leads to the formation of secondary organic
aerosol (SOA). Biogenic VOCs (BVOCs) are emitted in large
quantities into the atmosphere, with sesquiterpene (C15H24)
emissions alone estimated to be ∼ 30 Tg yr−1, contributing up
to 3% of global BVOC emissions.2 Inclusion of updated
sesquiterpene emissions and SOA formation pathways in a
recent modeling study (considering β-caryophyllene-derived
SOA only) produced a 48% increase in the global biogenic
SOA burden relative to previous estimates, highlighting the
potentially important contribution of sesquiterpenes such as β-
caryophyllene SOA to the global SOA budget.3

The reaction of alkenes with O3 proceeds through a
generally accepted mechanism via the cycloaddition of ozone
across the alkene double bond to form a primary ozonide
(POZ), which promptly decomposes to form a carbonyl
compound and a Criegee intermediate (CI).4 The CI is
initially produced in a vibrationally excited state due to the

exothermic decomposition of the POZ,5 which can either
undergo unimolecular decomposition to form other products,
including hydroxyl radicals (•OH) through the “hydroperoxide
channel”, or undergo collisional stabilization to form the
stabilized CI (SCI), which participates in a range of gas-phase
bimolecular reactions with other species including H2O, SO2,
O3, and NOx.

6−8 Recent studies have suggested that the
simplest CIs (CIC1) are predominantly zwitterionic in
character; however, mixing of their ground electronic state
with the first triplet excited state, which is biradical in
character, may explain the CI reactivity in the troposphere.9

Additionally, the importance of highly oxygenated organic
molecules (HOMs), species formed by an autooxidation
mechanism involving peroxy radicals (RO2) and intra-
molecular hydrogen-atom shifting, often irreversibly condens-
ing into the particle phase,10 has recently become clear as they
could constitute a critical link between particle nucleation and
cloud condensation nuclei formation.10,11 It has been
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suggested that the ozonolysis of monoterpenes, proceeding
through CI formation followed by the RO2 autooxidation
mechanism, can efficiently form HOMs.11,12 Scavenging of
SCIs in the gas phase using organic bystander molecules, for
example, formic acid, spin traps, and other organic compounds
leads to a reduction in the concentrations of higher-molecular-
weight compounds detected in SOA particles; this illustrates
that gas-phase SCI reactions promote the formation of high-
molecular-weight compounds, which efficiently partition to
form SOA, thus influencing new particle formation.13−15

Reactive intermediates such as the CI or RO2 are clearly of
importance for the gas phase oxidation of VOCs. However,
large uncertainty remains regarding the influence that particle-
bound radicals and reactive intermediates have on SOA
composition, aging, and potentially also health effects.16,17

From an atmospheric perspective, the chemistry of
condensed-phase CIs has been explored primarily by
monitoring the products of CI reactions in the condensed
phase, formed specifically by heterogeneous oxidation by O3.
Gallimore et al.35 and Wang et al.18 demonstrated that the
reaction of SCIs in oleic acid particles leads to the formation of
high-molecular-weight compounds while providing mechanis-
tic insight into the formation of various highly oxidized
compounds in particle-phase reactions of CIs. Recently, Zhou
et al.19 illustrated that acyloxyalkyl-1-hydroperoxides (AAHPs)
are produced from the reaction of condensed-phase CIs with
carboxylic acids by monitoring the decay of bystander
molecules such as palmitic acid and heptanoic acid when
squalene is exposed to ozone. Mochida et al.20 also explored
condensed-phase CI chemistry in methyl oleate aerosol and
observed a range of high-molecular-weight products in the
presence of myristic acid, including AAHPs. A range of recent
studies have also shown that multiphase reactions of
condensed-phase CIs can produce reactive oxygen species,
such as H2O2

21 and •OH, influencing the oxidative capacity
and composition of the condensed phase, as well as producing
a range of functionalized organic products.22 Arata et al. also
demonstrated that the multiphase chemistry of CIs is relative
humidity (RH)-dependent, where CI reactions with water have
important consequences for gas-phase organic product
distributions as well as influencing particle-phase composi-
tion.23 These studies provide valuable mechanistic insight into
the condensed-phase chemistry of CIs. However, further work
is required to elucidate and especially quantify the role that
both gas-phase CIs and particle-phase CIs play in the
formation of highly oxidized components of SOA and their
contribution to the absorption properties and health effects of
aerosol particles.
Recently, we developed a novel method to characterize and

quantify CIs in the gas phase by trapping CIs with spin-trap
molecules.24,25 CIs generated from the ozonolysis of several
atmospherically relevant VOCs were scavenged in the gas
phase by the spin-trap 5,5-dimethyl-pyrroline-N-oxide
(DMPO), forming a stable CI-DMPO adduct which is
subsequently analyzed using proton-transfer reaction time-of-
flight mass spectrometry (PTR-ToF-MS).24,25 This method is
advantageous as it allows the quantification of CIs produced
directly from the ozonolysis of alkenes, the process that forms
CIs in the atmosphere, as opposed to CIs formed from
diodoalkane photolysis, a method which was used to form CIs
in the gas phase in previous studies.26,27

In this work, we expand our spin-trap methodology to
unambiguously detect for the first time several CIs in SOA

particles formed from the ozonolysis of β-caryophyllene while
simultaneously quantifying the CIs present in the gas phase.
Using authentic synthesized CI-PBN standards, we estimate
that the most abundant CI (CIC15k, the C15−CI with a
terminal ketone group) alone constitutes about ∼0.013% of
the total SOA mass at near-ambient SOA mass concentrations
of 136 μg/m3. The lifetime of particle-bound CIs in SOA is at
least on the order of minutes, much longer than the typical CI
lifetime in the gas phase, highlighting the stabilization of CIs in
highly viscous β-caryophyllene-derived SOA particles. This
method enables the simultaneous characterization and
quantification of CIs in the gas and particle phase, with the
unique ability to quantify multiple reactive intermediates in
complex multiphase reaction systems, providing new insights
into the abundance and chemistry of CIs in both the gas and
particle phases.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Reagents. trans-(−)-β-Caryophyllene (≥99%, Sigma-

Aldrich) was reacted with ozone produced by a UV lamp
(3SC-9 185/254 nm UV Appleton Woods). The spin-trap N-
tert-butyl-α-phenylnitrone (PBN) (≥98%, GC grade, Sigma-
Aldrich) was used to react with and stabilize CIs in the particle
phase analysis. A more volatile spin-trap DMPO (≥97%, GC
grade, Sigma-Aldrich) was used to react with and stabilize CIs
in the gas phase. Acetonitrile (≥99.9% Optima LC/MS grade,
Fisher Chemical) was used as a solvent to facilitate CI capture
in the particle-phase experiments using an impinger.

2.2. Flow Tube Setup for Gas-Phase CIs. CIs were
produced from β-caryophyllene ozonolysis in a flow tube
reactor maintained at ambient temperature (∼23 °C) and
pressure under dry conditions (relative humidity < 2%), which
has been described in detail previously24 and will be
summarized in brief here. A schematic of the flow tube setup
for the capture of both gas- and particle-phase CIs is presented
in Figure S2. A flow of 0.2 L/min N2 (oxygen-free nitrogen,
BOC) carrier gas regulated via a 20−2000 cm3/min mass flow
controller (MKS 1179A Mass-Flo controller) was passed over
1 mL of β-caryophyllene in a 50 mL round-bottom flask and
heated to 60 °C using a water bath to introduce the gaseous
organic precursor into the flow tube, producing a steady-state
concentration of 25 ppm. Ozone was produced by flowing
synthetic air (Zero grade, BOC) at 2 L/min through a glass
tube containing a UV lamp (3SC-9 184/254 nm UV Appleton
Woods). CIs in the gas phase were quantified by stabilization
with spin-trap DMPO, with online detection of CI-DMPO
adducts using a proton-transfer time-of-flight mass spectrom-
eter (PTR-TOF 8000, Ionikon Analytik, Innsbruck, Austria) as
extensively described previously.24,25 For the gas-phase setup,
the total reaction time was approximately 3 s, which was
previously optimized. A N2 (oxygen-free nitrogen, BOC)
carrier gas regulated via a 20−2000 cm3/min mass flow
controller (MKS 1179A Mass-Flo controller) was passed
through a pear-shaped flask containing 0.5 mL of DMPO and
heated to 40 °C in a water bath at a flow rate of 0.2 L/min in
order to evaporate DMPO into the gas phase and scavenge
gas-phase CIs. The N2 flow containing DMPO was then mixed
with the sample flow from the flow tube using a T-fitting
(Swagelok). DMPO was produced with an excess concen-
tration of ∼150 ppm to ensure efficient scavenging of gas-
phase CIs.24,25 DMPO reacts with the CIs in a 1/4 inch
poly(tetrafluoroethylene) tube heated at 80 °C before
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quantification of the resulting CI-DMPO adducts using PTR-
ToF-MS according to the procedure described in Section S1.9.

2.3. Flow Tube Setup for Particle-Phase CIs. For
analysis of particle-phase CIs, the total residence time in the
flow tube was approximately 67 s. SOA mass concentrations
produced from the flow tube were measured using a TSI
scanning mobility particle sizer composed of a TSI 3080
electrostatic classifier (X-ray neutralizer and differential
mobility analyzer TSI model 3081) and a condensation
particle counter (TSI model 3775). The SOA flow was then
passed through an activated charcoal denuder to remove any
O3 and VOCs, including gas-phase CIs, prior to SOA sampling.
The average SOA mass concentrations generated in the flow
tube for this set of experiments were between 51 and 476 μg
m−3 (Table S1), with a particle diameter mode between ∼25
and 50 nm. Different SOA mass concentrations were produced
by altering the O3 concentration introduced into the flow tube
between 26 and 470 ppb while keeping the β-caryophyllene
gas-phase concentration constant at 2.2 ppm (Table S1). The
particle-phase CIs were captured in a 50 mL impinger
containing 10 mL of a 2 mM solution of PBN in acetonitrile.
The impinger was submersed in an acetonitrile/dry ice bath
maintained at approximately −41 °C in order to improve the
CI-PBN adduct stability in solution, as well as to limit solvent
evaporation during sampling. The impinger was packed with
glass beads in order to improve the SOA particle collection
efficiency of the impinger.28 The SOA was sampled for 2 h
continuously before analysis in order to preconcentrate the CI-
PBN adducts in the impinger before being analyzed using
ultrahigh-performance liquid chromatography high-resolution
mass spectrometry (UHPLC-HRMS) and nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, details of which can be found
in Sections S1.2 and S1.7, respectively.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Mechanism of Formation of Detected CIs. β-

Caryophyllene reacts with O3 in the gas phase to produce four
first-generation CIs through the decomposition of both
endocyclic and exocyclic POZs (Figure 1, red structures).
The CIC15a and CIC15k are formed in the reaction of O3 across
the endocyclic double bond of β-caryophyllene, with a and k
referring to the CI with a terminal aldehyde or a terminal
ketone, respectively. The CIC1 and CIC14 are formed in the
reaction of O3 across the exocyclic double bond of β-
caryophyllene, depending on the fragmentation of the POZ.
Under the relatively dry conditions in this experimental setup,
the two dominant stable first-generation products are β-
caryophyllene aldehyde and the endocyclic β-caryophyllene
secondary ozonide, which account for approximately 80% of
the first-generation products formed from β-caryophyllene
ozonolysis.29 Both products retain one unsaturated C�C
double bond, which can undergo further reaction with O3 to
produce second-generation CIs. A simplified reaction scheme
showing the formation of first-generation CIs detected in this
study and some further reactions leading to second-generation
CIs is presented in Figure 1.

3.2. Quantification of CI-DMPO Adducts in the Gas
Phase. Of the four possible first-generation CIs listed in
Figure 1 (red structures) produced using the experimental
setup described in Figure S2, only the CIC1-DMPO adduct,
with elemental formula (C7H13NO3)H+ (m/z 178.047), was
detected in the gas phase with PTR-ToF-MS (Figure S5). The
CI-DMPO adducts corresponding to the other first-generation

Figure 1. Simplified reaction scheme illustrating the formation
pathways of CIs detected in this work. The precursor β-caryophyllene
reacts with O3 either via the endo- or exo-unsaturated C�C bond to
produce four first-generation CIs (red structures). These CIs can
produce stable oxidation products that can then undergo further
reaction with O3. Two second-generation CIs (blue structures) were
also detected, generated from secondary ozonolysis of stable oxidation
products produced from β-caryophyllene ozonolysis.
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CIs (CIC14, CIC15a, and CIC15k) or any second-generation CIs
(Figure 1, blue box) were not detected in the gas phase. For
initial O3 and β-caryophyllene concentrations of 25 and 21
ppm, respectively, CIC1-DMPO steady-state concentrations of
13.7 ± 0.7 ppb (over three experimental repeats) were
observed for a reaction time of 3 s. High precursor
concentrations in the parts-per-million range, which were
previously optimized,25 are required specifically for gas-phase
detection of the CIC1. The CIC1-DMPO concentrations
observed here are about 3 orders of magnitude lower than
the initial concentration of the reactants.
Calculations using the Master Chemical Mechanism

(MCM) v3.229 estimate a gas-phase mixing ratio of
approximately 0.3 ppm for the CIC1 3 s after the start of the
gas-phase reaction, approximately 1 order of magnitude greater
than detected in our study. This modeled concentration is
likely an upper limit for the CIC1 as the MCM mechanism
neglects CI + CI, CI + O3, and CI + organic reactions.29 The
data shown here is consistent with our previous results,20 in
which the CIC1-DMPO adduct had the largest observed
concentration for a variety of alkene precursors where there
were more than one CIs formed from the initial ozonolysis.
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations in our previous
study suggested that the CIC1 reaction with DMPO proceeds
through a barrierless pathway, probably contributing to more

efficient scavenging of the CIC1 by DMPO relative to that of
larger CIs.20 The large first-generation CIs (CIC14, CIC15a, and
CIC15k) were not detected in the gas phase. This could be
partially due to their enhanced unimolecular decay rate
constants compared to the CIC1; theoretical calculations
show that larger CIs, such as CIC10 and CIC9 derived from
α-pinene (E-pinonaldehyde-K-oxide 2 s−1, Z-pinonaldehyde-K-
oxide 60 s−1) and β-pinene (Z-nopinone-oxide 250 s−1), have
greater unimolecular decay rates compared to CIC1 (0.3 s−1).

30

However, given their larger size and thus reduced volatility,
larger CIs produced in this ozonolysis regime could be of
sufficiently low volatility that they partition into the particle
phase and hence would elude detection in the gas phase.

3.3. Identification of Particle-Bound CIs in SOA. To
confirm the presence of larger, lower-volatility CIs produced
from β-caryophyllene ozonolysis in the particle phase, SOA
particles were scavenged in an impinger containing the spin-
trap PBN in acetonitrile. The same flow tube setup illustrated
in Figure S2 was used, but with much lower gas-phase
precursor concentrations compared to the gas-phase experi-
ments described previously, resulting in SOA particle mass
concentrations of 51−476 μg m−3 (Table S1). After 2 h of
SOA sampling, followed by sample preconcentration and
subsequent UHPLC-HRMS analysis (Section S1.2), two peaks
were detected and assigned to the adduct formed between

Figure 2. Extracted ion chromatograms of CIC15a-PBN and CIC15k-PBN (m/z 430.2951, [M − H]+ adducts, retention times 16.54 and 16.72 min,
respectively); the blue trace represents the particles sampled at a SOA mass concentration of 476 μg m−3, and the red trace represents CIs detected
at 51 μg m−3. Panels to the right: mass spectra of the peak at 16.72 min for the 476 μg m−3 experiment (upper-right panel) and the 51 μg m−3

experiment (lower right panel). The first adduct corresponds to the CIC14oxy which forms after the attack of O3 across the exocyclic double bond of
β-caryophyllene aldehyde, the second most abundant first-generation oxidation product (Figure 1, blue structures).
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spin-trap PBN and the CIC15a and CIC15k isomers, respectively
(Figure 2).
Proposed structures of all CI-PBN adducts detected in this

study using UHPLC-HRMS are presented in Table 1. The
difference between the two measured peak areas of the CIC15a-
PBN and CIC15k-PBN shown in Figure 2 is likely due to the
increased stability of the CIC15k-PBN adducts compared to
CIC15a‑PBN, analogous to our earlier results.24 No first-
generation CIC14-PBN or CIC1-PBN adducts were detected in
the SOA particles. This is likely due to the relatively high
volatility of the CIC1, which would therefore not partition into
the particle phase, as well as to the lower yield of CIC1 and
CIC14 compared to CIC15a and CIC15k. Given that the
endocyclic double bond is 20−100 times more reactive toward
ozone compared with the exocyclic double bond, this increased
reactivity promotes the formation of the CIC15k and CIC15a via
endocyclic ozonolysis.31,32 In addition, a series of second-
generation CIs can form, produced from secondary ozonolysis
of the remaining unsaturated C�C bond present in stable
first-generation organic products. We detected two additional
second-generation CI-PBN adducts at m/z 448.2695
((C25H37NO6)H+) and m/z 432.2743 ((C25H37NO5)H+)
(Table 1).
Furthermore, an additional second-generation CI adduct has

been tentatively assigned to the CIBCSOZ (Figure 1, Table 1),
formed after the attack of O3 across the remaining exocyclic
bond on the secondary ozonide. Under the dry experimental
conditions ([H2O] < 2 ppm) used here, calculations using the
MCM predict the β-caryophyllene secondary ozonide to be the
dominant first-generation oxidation product, with an estimated
yield ≥ 65%, due to the tendency of the CI to undergo ring
closure under dry conditions.29 Proposed structures of the four
particle-phase CI-PBN adducts detected are reported in Table

1, postulated on the basis of the reaction scheme for β-
caryophyllene ozonolysis,29 NMR structural identification,
exact mass measurements using UHPLC-ESI-HRMS, and in
analogy to the comprehensive analysis of CI-PBN adducts in
our previous studies using HPLC-HRMS, MS/MS, DFT
calculations, and NMR spectroscopy.24,25 For the present
study, we synthesized authentic CIC15k-PBN adduct standards
produced by bulk ozonolysis, which were then isolated using
UHPLC separation and used for UHPLC-HRMS quantifica-
tion standards (Sections S1.2−S1.4) and NMR structural
confirmation of the CI-PBN structures. The synthesized and
isolated CIC15k-PBN adduct was analyzed by two-dimensional
NMR experiments (Figures S13−S19), which allowed the
unambiguous confirmation of the postulated structure for the
CIC15k-PBN adduct. Detailed NMR analysis can be found in
Section S2.7.
The detection of CIC15a-PBN and CIC15k-PBN, CIBCSOZ-

PBN, and CIC14oxy-PBN adducts using the PBN spin trap in
this experimental setup demonstrates that CIs generated from
both primary and secondary ozonolysis can persist in the
particle phase for a time on the order of minutes. This is due to
the residence time of the particles in the experimental system
prior to collection (67 s); gas-phase chemistry should reach
completion in seconds (according to MCM calculations), and
any potential gas phase artifacts (including O3) are efficiently
removed by an activated charcoal denuder; thus, the particle-
phase CIs must persist on the order of minutes to be scavenged
in the impinger containing the PBN spin trap. It is not possible
with the current data to fully determine whether the first and
second-generation particle-bound CIs detected here are the
result of either gas-phase formation of low-volatile CIs with
subsequent rapid partitioning into the SOA particles or formed
through the heterogenous reaction of O3 with precursors

Table 1. Summary of Annotated CI-PBN Adducts Assigned in This Study

aStructures based on previous studies24,25 and NMR characterization of the CIC15-PBN, assuming analogous reactivity of other CIs with PBN.
Black structure is the spin trap PBN, red structure is the CI.
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already present in the particles. Nonetheless, these results
highlight that particle-phase reactive intermediates and
radicals, which are of key importance in atmospheric
chemistry, can be selectively scavenged in situ and stabilized
for detailed offline quantitative analysis using this method-
ology. A range of additional stable, nonradical SOA oxidation
products formed from β-caryophyllene ozonolysis were also
identified in the UHPLC-HRMS analysis and are presented in
Table S4, which compare well with previous literature findings,
demonstrating that the SOA formed in our experiments was
very similar in composition to previous β-caryophyllene-SOA
studies.
These chromatography, mass spectrometry, and NMR

results represent the first simultaneous, unambiguous detection
of gas-phase and particle-bound CIs in an ozonolysis
multiphase reaction system. In summary, we detected and
identified four of the most abundant CIs in the particle phase
that are expected to be formed under the experimental
conditions used here, that is, the CIC15a and CIC15k, which are
the most abundant first-generation CIs and two of the most
abundantly formed second-generation CIs (CIC14oxy, CIBCSOZ).
This demonstrates that the experimental and unique analytical
strategy developed here can capture the diversity of CIs formed
in the complex multiphase oxidation schemes of atmospheri-
cally important alkenes.

3.4. Quantification of CIC15k in the Particle Phase. To
quantify the CIC15k-PBN adduct, a CIC15k-PBN standard was
synthesized using the bulk ozonolysis method described in
Section S1.1 in the Supporting Information. The CIC15k isomer
was chosen for both quantification purposes and NMR
structural elucidation as it has a more intense peak in the
UHPLC-ESI-HRMS chromatogram than any other detected
CI-PBN adduct (Figure 2). The UHPLC-ESI-HRMS peak
area response as a function of CIC15k-PBN concentration was
then used as a calibration curve (Figure S12).
The CIC15k-PBN adduct had the highest observed

concentrations, normalized for SOA mass at the highest SOA
mass concentrations sampled in this study, as shown in Figure
2; the calculated concentration of CIC15k accounts for the
collection efficiency of the impinger with respect to SOA mass
(see Section S1.9) and for the estimated 24% trapping
efficiency of PBN toward the CIC15k (see Section S1.10).
The concentration of CIC15k-PBN detected here ranges from
2.1 ± 0.7−35.1 ± 3 pmol μg−1, mass-normalized using the
SOA mass concentrations ranging from 130−476 μg m−3,
respectively. The CIC15k alone contributes between ∼0.013 and
0.23% of the total SOA mass at a SOA concentration range of
130−476 μg m−3 at the time of scavenging, approximately 67 s
after the β-caryophyllene + O3 is mixed in the gas phase.

3.5. Discussion. By utilizing our novel spin-trap method-
ology which can simultaneously scavenge and stabilize CIs in
both the gas and particle phases, this study confirms the
presence of large CIs (C14−C15) in SOA particles. We identify
for the first-time secondary CIs produced from the ozonolysis
of primary oxidation products (e.g., β-caryophyllene aldehyde),
which persist in the particle phase and were not detected in the
gas phase. Furthermore, we demonstrate the surprisingly long
lifetime of particle-bound CIs in viscous β-caryophyllene SOA
particles, which in this experimental regime is at least on the
order of minutes and orders of magnitude greater compared to
their gas-phase lifetime which is typically on the order of
milliseconds.

The gas-phase lifetimes (τgas = 1/kgas) of these large CIs are
short, so their detection in aerosols here after more than 1 min
reaction time is interesting. It suggests that a fraction
condenses onto the growing SOA and is preserved there, at
least for the length of the experiment and potentially on much
longer timescales. We show here that this is consistent with the
known properties of β-caryophyllene CIs and SOA in our
experimental conditions. For the CIC15k quantified in Figure 3,

an upper limit to τgas (of 12 ms) is provided by the
unimolecular reaction of CIs to form the secondary ozonide.29

Bimolecular reactions involving water, which are an important
CI sink in the atmosphere, will be less significant under the dry
conditions in our experimental setup, but reactions with
abundant organic vapors generated during oxidation, or ozone
itself, may reduce τgas further.33
Given that all β-caryophyllene reacts within a few seconds

(according to MCM calculations), and O3 and gas-phase
VOCs are efficiently removed by an activated charcoal denuder
(Figure S1.2), no new CIC15k should be produced in the gas
phase. Therefore, the CIs detected in the impinger must reside
in the particle phase to persist for the ∼ 67 s residence time in
the flow setup (Figure S1.2) prior to collection and trapping by
PBN in the impinger. The particle-phase kinetics of CIs are not
known, but the lifetimes of C9 CIs in liquid SOA were inferred
to be ∼1 s at most.34 However, β-caryophyllene SOA is highly
viscous under dry conditions, with a diffusion coefficient ∼
10−18 m2 s−1 corresponding to a ∼1 h mixing timescale for a
200 nm particle.35 CI uptake to such particles would efficiently
preserve them, reducing further reaction in the aerosol phase
or repartitioning back to the gas phase where they would be
lost.
Assuming that uptake to particles is irreversible, and further

CI reaction is efficiently inhibited, only a small conversion of
gas-phase CIs to particles is required to explain the yields
shown in Figure 3 (approx. 0.01−0.20%). This fraction
converted to SOA can be expressed as khet/kgas, where khet is
the condensation sink to SOA and would need to be on the
order of 10−2 to 10−1 s−1, given that kgas ≥ 102 s−1.
Accommodation coefficients for organic species interacting
with SOA are thought to be close to unity,36 and the surface

Figure 3. Measured CIC15k concentrations, expressed as a percentage
of the SOA mass. Error bars for measured values represent the
standard deviation of the UHPLC-HRMS peak area observed over
three experimental repeats.
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area densities measured are relatively high (∼10−4 cm2/
cm3)�hence, such uptake rates seem highly plausible and an
illustrative calculation in the Supporting Information (Section
S2.6) results in khet ∼ 10−1 s−1 for these conditions. While this
estimate is simplified, it supports the hypothesis that CIs are
formed in the gas phase and efficiently preserved in a viscous
aerosol matrix. Furthermore, it suggests that even at ambient
aerosol concentrations, such uptake may be an important
source of particle-phase reactive intermediates and radicals.
This rapid partitioning and subsequent stabilization of large

β-caryophyllene derived CIs in viscous SOA particles may have
important consequences on the influence of CI chemistry on
SOA particle composition, for example, by promoting the
enhanced formation of α-acyloxyalkyl hydroperoxides in the
condensed phase through the reaction of particulate-stabilized
CIs with organic acids, or indeed H2O to form α-hydroxyalkyl
hydroperoxides, as opposed to, for example, secondary ozonide
or ß-caryophyllene aldehyde formation, which are the
dominant reaction products in the gas phase,29 thus potentially
influencing SOA composition. In addition, studies investigating
the heterogeneous oxidation of alkenes and subsequent
multiphase CI chemistry have demonstrated that interactions
of condensed-phase CIs with water vapor can lead to the
formation of H2O2,

21 as well as free radicals and reactive
oxygen species,37 with changes in relative humidity altering
multiphase CI chemistry and having an impact on gas-phase
product distributions as well as particle-phase composition.23

We observed no obvious degradation of the CIC15-PBN
adduct over 48 h in UHPLC-HRMS analyses and more than
20 h in NMR analysis when temperatures were controlled at 4
or 10 °C, respectively (Figures S6 and S14). Therefore, in
principle, this method could be applied to scavenge CIs in
ambient studies where longer sampling times would be
required due to the much lower ambient sample concen-
trations, facilitating the detection of particle-bound CIs in
ambient aerosol particle samples. This method also has the
potential to be adapted to scavenge other radical species in
particles, including organic peroxy radicals (RO2).

38 Typical
estimated RO2 radical lifetimes are on the order of 0.5 s
(polluted, high NO) to 100 s (pristine, low NO); therefore,
their lifetime in the ambient is comparable with (if not greater
than) that of gas-phase CIs.10 Thus, it is feasible that low-
volatility RO2 radicals could also partition into the particle
phase in competition with gas-phase losses, as evidenced in this
study for CIs. This highlights the applicability of this
methodology in future studies to simultaneously quantify
gas-phase and particle-phase RO2 radicals.
Using authentic synthesized CIC15k-PBN standards, we

estimate the concentrations of the CIC15k to be between 2.1
± 0.7−35.1 ± 3 pmol μg−1, equivalent to 0.013−0.23% of the
total SOA mass at corresponding SOA mass concentrations of
130−476 μg m−3, respectively. To our knowledge, this is the
first assessment of the concentration of particle-bound CIs
formed from gas-phase ozonolysis, which are unambiguously

Figure 4. Simplified schematic representation of the potential fate of CIs formed from the gas-phase ozonolysis of VOC precursors. Sufficiently
low-volatility CIs can partake in gas-phase chemistry and may also partition into the condensed phase, where their lifetime is elongated in viscous
SOA. This likely results in changes to SOA composition, in turn influencing particle impacts on atmospheric chemistry and health. The greater
stability of particle-bound CIs in SOA particles may facilitate the transport of these typically reactive species away from their emission source.
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characterized using the spin-trap methodology in conjunction
with NMR analysis. At the lowest value of 2.1 ± 0.7 pmol μg−1,
close to atmospherically relevant biogenic SOA concentrations
(130 μg m−3), the mass-normalized concentration of CIC15k is
comparable to other radicals and reactive intermediates
measured in previous studies; for instance, Tong et al.39

estimated that radical yields from HOM decomposition were
between 1.8 pmol μg−1 (naphthalene SOA) to 5.8 pmol μg−1

(β-pinene SOA). Thus, the CIC15k quantified here is on the
same order of magnitude as these radical species and could
constitute another important and previously unknown type of
particle-bound reactive intermediate which contributes to the
overall oxidative properties of SOA, either directly or through
the formation of high molecular-weight oxidized products in
SOA particles. In addition, our previous study using a
profluorescent nitroxide spin trap estimated the total
concentration of particle-bound organic radicals in β-
caryophyllene SOA to be 2.5 ± 0.7 pmol μg−1, again on the
same order of magnitude as CIC15k measured in this study.

15 As
summarized in Figure 4, condensation of low-volatility CIs into
the particle phase could represent a previously unknown
source of reactive intermediates in the particle phase, altering
SOA composition and preserving relatively high concentra-
tions of longer-lived CIs under high-viscosity conditions; this
could have important consequences in terms of SOA
composition, which in turn influences the health effects of
particles upon inhalation, as well as the atmospheric chemistry
of SOA. This study demonstrates both the long lifetime of
particle-bound CIs present in β-caryophyllene SOA, as well as
their relatively high concentrations, which are comparable to
concentrations of other types of particle-bound radicals in a
range of SOA systems, opening up new questions regarding the
role that CIs play in the chemical evolution of SOA particles in
the atmosphere.
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